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This book is separated into three main parts: theory, tools, and practice. Theory covers the fundamentals of what light is, how it acts and reacts in our world, and what those reactions look like. Tools covers the virtual lighting equipment available to achieve your LightWave lighting goals. Practice deals with how to use those tools to create the lighting we desire. Theory is first in this book because it is fundamental to using the tools. In fact, any artist using any toolkit can make good use of the theoretical section of this book. The qualities of light do not change, regardless of what software you are using.

While reading this book you will find many areas where overlapping and repetition occurs. Lighting a scene involves the application of numerous tools, methods, and properties, which are all interlinked. Although I have endeavored to separate each element into chapters for easy comprehension, they nonetheless overlap. I found that a small measure of repetition is preferable to constantly referring the reader to other chapters.

If you have ever looked at a photograph and been unable to decipher the light sources, direction, and color, or if you have been unable to replicate this lighting within LightWave 3D, then this book will help you. If you have ever thought your lighting looked flat, boring, or meaningless, then reading this book might be a good move. If you have ever wondered how to make objects stand out from the background, how to demonstrate all the minute detail you have spent weeks modeling, or how to portray the feelings of sadness, anger, or joy, then you might take some time to look through these pages. If you have seen the work of some great 3D artists and marveled at how photo-real everything looks and wished you could add that sense of realism to your work, then read on.

Good lighting is crucial to the final look of your shot. Even a poorly designed, marginally textured object can still look as if it really exists in the scene if the lighting is good. On the other hand, a beautifully designed, painstakingly modeled and textured object, if lit poorly, will be easily identified as computer generated.
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Better, Faster, Lighter JavaO'Reilly, 2004
In Better, Faster, Lighter Java authors  Bruce Tate and Justin Gehtland argue that the old  heavyweight architectures, such as WebLogic, JBoss, and  WebSphere, are unwieldy, complicated, and contribute to slow  and buggy application code.  As an alternative, the authors  present two "lightweight" open...
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Goodman & Gilman's The Pharmacological Basis of TherapeuticsMcGraw-Hill, 2005
Medicine is an ever-changing science. As new research and clinical experience  broaden our knowledge, changes in treatment and drug therapy are required. The  authors and the publisher of this work have checked with sources believed to be  reliable in their efforts to provide information that is complete and generally  in accord with the standards...
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Building Customer-Based Project OrganizationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
How to Ensure That the Customer Is Truly Your Number One Priority
 How do winning organizations such as General Electric, Ericsson, and Nokia use project management to reduce time to market, trim inventory and supplier costs, and minimize obsolescence in their product lines? Why do so many companies fail when trying to do the...
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Video Over IP, Second Edition: IPTV, Internet Video, H.264, P2P, Web TV, and Streaming: A Complete Guide to Understanding the TechnologyFocal Press, 2008
"I find this book among the better ones, for its systematic approach and clarity of the text...The "Video over IP" book is highly recommended for all practising broadcast engineers."- EBU Techincal Review 

?...here is a guide that gives you everything you need to know to find the best solution for your application.? ?...
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Zamba: The True Story of the Greatest Lion That Ever LivedHarper Perennial, 2005

	When Ralph Helfer, now one of Hollywood's top animal behaviorists, first began working, he was shocked by the cruelty that was accepted practice in the field. He firmly believed in "affection training" -- that love, not fear, should be the basis of any animal's development, even when dealing with the most dangerous of...
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OCP: Oracle 10g Administration II Study Guide : Exam 1Z0-043Sybex, 2005
Here's the book you need to prepare for the Oracle Database     10g Administration II exam, 1Z0-043. This     Study Guide was developed to meet the exacting requirements of today's Oracle     certification candidates. In addition to the...
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